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      Amelanotic lentigo maligna  melanoma    Amelanotic melanoma represents 1.8%-8.1% of all such melanoms. Any clinical subtype ofcutaneous melanoma may be amelanotic, although it is more common of subungual tumors(25%) and desmoplastic melanoma (more than 50%). Therefore amelanotic lentigo malignamelanoma (ALMM) is even more rare.[1] Since the first reported case[2] of ALMM as an"unpigmentierte melanosis praeblastomatosa," 27 cases have been published, including thosepublished in 1957 [3] and1958 [4]as extramammary Paget's disease of the scrotum. Based on these cases and those reviewedby others,[5]there is no definite or unique feature that may point to the diagnosis. A review of reportedALMM cases is shown in Table 1 .  According to a review of the literature, typical patients are elderly women (ratio 3:1) and theaverage age is 61.8 years. The most common localizations are the face -- especially the cheekand temple area, as in our reported case -- and upper extremities.  ALMM's clinical presentation has no specific features and most cases are misdiagnosed. Themost common misdiagnoses are listed in Table 1 . ALMM usually presents as a nonpigmented,erythematous macule, sometimes with a slightly scaled surface and irregular, indistinct borders.Occasionally, it resembles a nonspecific swelling or normal skin-colored nodule. The lesion isalmost always asymptomatic.]  In the case discussed here, the lesion was suspicious for actinic keratosis, Bowen's disease,and discoid lupus erythematosus. The final diagnosis was achieved by histopathologicexamination.    In ALMM the tumor originates at the epidermal-dermal junction where an irregular junctionalactivity takes place with downward streaming of tumor cells with anaplastic nuclei from theepidermis into the dermis. Lateral intraepidermal extension of melanoma cells beyond theborders of the dermal tumor may lead to disintegration of the epidermis and ulceration. Thetumor cells show great variation in size and shape; however, the spindle-shaped type is mostfrequently seen. Mitoses are usually present, but only in small number. Melanin is absent orsmall amounts can be found with the Fontana-Masson stain, or, if fresh tissue is available, thedopa reaction can prove positive in at least part of the tumor.]    The etiology of the amelanotic component remains unknown. Two hypotheses have beensuggested for melanocytes lacking pigment: 1) agenesis of melanosomes; and 2) abnormalmelanogenesis. Some authors believe that it could be related to the absence of the tyrosinaseenzyme necessary for melanin synthesis. Others suggest that melanin is produced at lowconcentrations that go undetected clinically or histopathologically.  The prognosis of ALMM is not different from other melanomas having the same thickness andsimilar location. Therefore, prognosis is sometimes unfavorable if the correct diagnosis isachieved at a late stage, when the lesion is clinically evident, or when nodules arise, allowingthe melanoma to progress to a potentially fatal outcome. The potential risk of an in situ lentigomaligna becoming an invasive melanoma is unknown. There are no long-term follow-up studiesso the frequency of progression remains uncertain.]    The most widely accepted treatment is local excision with a 0.5-2-cm margin depending on theBreslow's thickness. Destructive therapies such as radiotherapy and cryosurgery with liquidnitrogen have shown significant failure rates. They should be considered only for patients inwhom surgery is judged to be impractical  
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